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WaveEdge Capital – Firm Overview

• Boutique investment bank with global reach

• World class team focused solely on Healthcare
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Goals for Today’s Discussion

● Understanding Financing and M&A Alternatives Available for Medical 
Groups

● Understanding the Role of Private Equity in Healthcare

● Key Issues Around Selling Equity in Your Business

● Describing the Typical Financing and M&A Process
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Context

● Exciting time to be in healthcare
−Shift to value-based care and increased risk

−Technological improvements to improve outcomes and manage risk

● Both of the above require capital investment

−Massive demographic shifts—boomers are retiring and chronic disease 
prevalence is growing rapidly

● Valuations are increasing
−Private equity has raised an enormous amount of money and is highly 

motivated to invest it in healthcare services and digital health

−Strategics continue to buy independent practices

● Critical to run a disciplined transaction process to maximize value to 
shareholders
−Hundreds of strategics and private equity firms are in the market
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Why Sell Equity?

● Get some liquidity to shareholders and “take some chips off the table”

−Retained equity allows shareholders to capitalize on future growth

● Make key investments in new equipment & technology, new staff, office 
space or new ancillary businesses

● Acquire other practices to grow business
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Understanding Financing and M&A Alternatives

Medical groups and other healthcare services providers have several 
options in obtaining capital or liquidity, including:

Entire stake (to strategic acquirer or private equity)

Majority stake (to active investor, e.g., private equity or 
family office)

Minority stake (to passive investor, e.g., family office)

Debt only (via bank, venture debt or other alternative 
lending group)

Share of 
Equity 
Sold
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Comparing Financing and M&A Alternatives
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What is a Private Equity firm?

● Private equity: shares of an entity that are not publicly listed or traded

● Private equity firm:

−Firms that purchase shares of private companies

−Funded by large institutional investors (such as pension funds) and wealthy 
individuals

−Generally aim to achieve at least 3x returns in 4-7 years

−Usually consider themselves active investors—i.e., they provide operational 
support to management to help build and grow a better/bigger company

−Typically invest out of a fund size of $250M-$5B with 2-20 portfolio 
companies
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Advantages and Challenges of Private Equity

● Advantages
−Generally active investors providing:

● operational support

● commercialization expansion

● network to potential customers, and better suppliers and vendors

● network of experienced executives

● potential to consolidate back-office functions with other portfolio 
companies to improve profits

−Quick decision making (small team, little red tape)

− Substantial capital

● Challenges
−Generally active investors with firm expectations on reaching milestones

− 4-7 year timeframe to exit

− Control without potentially experience in the business

− Chemistry
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Trends in Private Equity

● Private equity firms have raised an enormous amount of money in the past few 
years—more than $1T over the last 4 years
− Institutional investors and wealthy families are more interested in investing in 

private companies as they are concerned about other asset classes

● Over $800B remains as “dry powder”—i.e., available for investing

● In 2018, PE firms invested $63.1B in healthcare firms, the most since 2006, 
$35B of which were deals with providers
−Behavioral and retail health, physician groups and home care drew strong interest
− The deal opportunities stem in part from disruption through new technology and 

reimbursement volatility

● As a result, PE firms are expanding their target criteria, generally to include 
smaller, earlier stage companies

Sources: Pitchbook; Forbes; McKinsey, Bain

"It increases the risk profile, but it also increases potential returns”
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Platform vs Add-on Investments

• Intended to be the basis of a much larger business
• Typical characteristics:
• Minimum $2M EBITDA or >$15M revenue
• Multiple business lines (ancillary services, ASCs, etc.)
• Consistent investment in facilities and equipment
• Excellent reputation and superior outcomes data
• Diverse payor mix

• Generally gets higher valuations

Platform

• Smaller / earlier stage companies
• Firms may acquire break-even or even mildly cash 

flow negative companies if well-positioned with 
substantial revenue

• Generally will get lower valuations

Add-on
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Selected Financial Transaction Considerations

•Majority generally preferred

•Allows both control and maximization of invested capital
Majority vs Minority Sale

•Generally used

•But: puts pressure on company cash flow
Leverage with Debt

•Generally based on adjusted EBITDA multiple (e.g., 9x 
multiple on $4M EBITDA is $36M valuation)

•Multiple depends on several factors including company 
revenue, growth, IP and reputation

Valuation

•Need to ensure that the amount is adequate to cover 
next several years

• Increases PE firm's share in company
Growth Equity Investment

•Promotes alignment with founders

•Need to ensure milestones are reasonable and 
achievable

Earn Outs

A great advisor will help achieve the best transaction 
for your stakeholders.
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Non-Financial Considerations in Selecting PE Firm

Experience operating in your space

Value-add besides capital (e.g., technology, advisors, downstream 
acquirers)

With who exactly will you be working  at the PE firm?

Chemistry between management and PE firm

Stated goals of the PE firm (e.g., nationwide expansion, expansion to 
adjacent spaces, roll-up with other practices)

Preferred time to exit

Plan and timing to bring in new management team?

CONFIDENTIAL

A Well-Run, Disciplined Process Is Most Likely to Succeed
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Benefits and Cost of Engaging an Investment Bank

● Benefits
− Advisor running disciplined process contacting dozens of groups to generate multiple 

interested parties results in better chance of:

● More attractive terms

» Higher valuations

» Better structure for stakeholders

● Right partner (chemistry, expertise, network, etc.)

− Advisor acts as negotiator and buffer to help preserve relationship with buyer/investor

− A good process requires significant time invested—advisor does the heavy lifting on this 
process, saving principals’ time

● Cost
− Generally success fees of mid-single digit percentages, declining for larger companies

The benefits of a great licensed advisor should 
more than offset cost
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Transaction Process to Expect

Phase I – Preparation 
& Analysis

Phase II – Marketing, 
Valuation and Due 

Diligence

Phase III –
Selection and 

Closing

Weeks 1-3 Weeks 3-6 Weeks 15-20 Weeks 20-28Weeks 6-15

Prepare 
marketing 
materials, data 
room and 
forecasting

Review bids, 
select finalist 
& negotiate

Track buyers & 
monitor due 
diligence

Conduct 
formal 
outreach

Plan strategy 
and conduct 
due diligence
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Phase I – Preparation & Analysis

● Define objectives
− Develop strategy and overview of process
− Identify nature of business / assets for sale

● Review operations
− Assess strategic positions
− Review historical and projected financials
− Identify any red flags / key liabilities

● Develop preliminary valuation analysis
− Comparable public companies
− Precedent transactions
− Discounted cash flow analysis

● Develop preliminary outreach strategy
− Potential buyers
− Sale process
− Sale of stock or assets
− Timing 

Plan strategy 
and conduct 
due diligence

Weeks 1-3
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Phase I – Preparation & Analysis (con’t)

● Define value proposition and key selling points

● Prepare marketing materials
− Teaser

− Buyer deck / Confidential Information Memorandum (CIM)

− Management talking points

● Prepare NDA and initial bid process letter

● Gather intelligence on potential buyers and highlight 
motivations/concerns
− Presume level of interest

− Financial strength

− Buyers’ perspective on value

− Ability to execute a timely transaction

● Finalize buyer list

● Complete marketing strategy

Weeks 3-6

Prepare 
marketing 
materials, data 
room and 
forecasting
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Phase II – Marketing, Valuation and Due Diligence

● Contact potential buyers

● Distribute marketing materials

− Teaser

− NDA if further interest

● Finalize management presentation

● Send presentation upon NDA execution

● Continue gathering market feedback

● Finalize data room

● Initial calls between management and prospective 
buyers

● Receive preliminary indications of interest (IOIs)

Weeks 6-15

Conduct 
formal 
outreach
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Phase II – Marketing, Valuation and Due Diligence (con’t)

● Grant access to data room for preferred IOIs

● Meetings between buyers and management

● Letters of Intent (LOIs)--select finalists based on:

− Price

− Terms

− Fit

● LOIs

− Received usually after 1-3 meetings with prospective party

− Formal and non-binding

− Generally provide a definitive valuation and deal structure

− No-shop clause

● Coordinate response to buyers’ questions

● Confirm financing arrangements as appropriate

By the time an LOI is received, the medical group should have a good sense of 
the valuation, key terms and personalities of the buyers

Weeks 15-20

Track buyers & 
monitor due 
diligence
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Phase III – Selection and Closing

● Receive and evaluate final bids

● Select finalist buyer

● Negotiate Purchase Agreement

● Coordinate confirmatory due diligence

● Expedite signing and execute Agreement

● Closing

● Post-closing obligations and covenants

● Integration
Weeks 20-28

Review bids, 
select finalist 
& negotiate
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Summary of Today’s Discussion

● Practice of healthcare requires significant capital expenditure

● Opportunity to raise capital is excellent

● Running a disciplined process is critical

−Select the right advisors

−Give yourself enough time!
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Thank You!
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Silicon Valley Office
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John Selig
Managing Partner
John.Selig@WaveEdgeCap.com
(650) 353-7286 (office)
(415) 577-7783 (mobile)

Silicon Valley Office
5 Ranch Road
Woodside, CA 94062
(650) 549-7610
www. WaveEdgeCap.com
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